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An Integrated Science and Art Mini Unit  
 

 This mini unit is a collection of lessons that integrate 
the subjects of science and art to teach children in grade 
levels third and fourth about life science through visual 
means. Students are taught the standards of life science, 
specifically about plants and plant growth. This unit 
includes lessons teaching the content as well as lessons 
teaching the students about scientific illustrators and how 
they can be one! Students then take the content material 
and become a scientific illustrator as they learn how to be 
observant illustrators in order to create a small book 
focusing on plant growth.  
 The unit and standards are specific to Indiana, 
however, the lessons, material, and activities can be 
adapted to meet other states’ requirements and even other 
grade levels! There are lessons that are also included that 
take the students outside of the classroom to any local 
nature area so that they can practice the skills obtained in 
the art/drawing lessons with the material taught in the 
science lessons.  
 The books made as a product of this unit are simple to 
make and create a wonderful artifact for students to use 
and reference for the future. This is the beauty of 
integrating art into subjects, especially science!  
 

 “[I] learned early on that creativity leads to innovation 
and innovation leads to success in the sciences.  Art and science 
may seem like different disciplines, but when you look at them 
closely, you see that they are beautifully intertwined.” 

   
- Mrs. Heather Wallace, science teacher 
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Standards met:  
 

Science 
 

3.LS.1 Analyze evidence that plants and animals have traits inherited from 
parents and that variation of these traits exists in a group of similar 
organisms.  
 
3.LS.2 Plan and conduct an investigation to determine the basic needs of 
plants to grow, develop, and reproduce 
 
4.LS.2 Use evidence to support the explanation that a change in the 
environment may result in a plant or animal will survive and reproduce, 
move to a new location, or die. 
 

Visual Arts 

3.6.1 Demonstrate refined perceptual skills in the production of artwork 

3.7.1 Apply elements (line, shape, form, texture, color, and space) and 
principles (repetition, variety, rhythm, proportion, movement, balance, 
emphasis) in artwork that effectively communicates ideas 
 
3.7.4 Identify, control, and use a balance of two-dimensional and three-
dimensional media, techniques, and processes to effectively communicate 
ideas, experiences, and stories 
 
3.8.1 Identify and compare similar concepts or big ideas found in art and 
across disciplines (such as unity, diversity, and celebration).  
 
3.8.2 Create artwork utilizing concepts, subject matter, or the sign systems 
of other disciplines.  
 
3.8.3 Identify and compare similar concepts or principles found in visual art 
and other art forms. 
 
 3.8.4 Create an integrated work using concepts, processes, technology, and 
sign systems of more than one art form. 
 
4.6.1 Demonstrate refined perceptual skills in the production of personal 
artwork. 
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4.7.1 Apply elements (line, shape, form, texture, color, and space) and 
principles (repetition, variety, rhythm, proportion, movement, balance, 
emphasis) in work that effectively communicates ideas. 

4.7.4 Identify, control, and use a balance of two-dimensional and three-
dimensional media, techniques, and processes to effectively communicate 
ideas, themes, experiences, and stories. 

4.8.2 Create artwork incorporating concepts, subject matter, or the sign 
systems of other disciplines that communicates in-depth knowledge gained 
through integrated study. 4.8.3 Compare and contrast products and subject 
matter of visual art and other art forms. 4.8.4 Create an interdisciplinary 
work integrating concepts, processes, technology, and sign systems of more 
than one art form 

Literacy  

3.W.3.2 Write informative compositions on a variety of topics that – 

  State the topic, develop a main idea for the introductory 
paragraph, and group related information together. 

 Develop the topic with facts and details. 

 Connect ideas within categories of information using words and 
phrases.  

 Use text features (e.g., pictures, graphics) when useful to aid 
comprehension.  

 Provide a concluding statement or section. 
 

4.W.3.2 Write informative compositions on a variety of topics that –  

 Provide an introductory paragraph with a clear main idea. 

  Provide supporting paragraphs with topic and summary sentences.  

 Provide facts, specific details, and examples from various sources 
and texts to support ideas and extend explanations.  

 Connect ideas using words and phrases. 

 Include text features (e.g., formatting, pictures, graphics) and 
multimedia when useful to aid comprehension.  

 Use language and vocabulary appropriate for audience and topic. 

  Provide a concluding statement or section. 
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Lesson 1 

 
Project Overview and Title Page 
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. August 28, 2017 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame: 12 pm - 1 pm 

 

Learning Goals 

1.Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation.  

2. Purpose(s):  

    Introducing the "Scientific Illustration Journal" project and explaining the text structure, contents, and 
expectations.  

    Applying knowledge of text structure to create the cover and title page of the scientific illustration journals. 

3. Learning Objective(s):  

            a. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to describe the overview of the "Scientific Illustration 
Project" including the expectations that they have for its completion.  

            b. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to create an appropriate cover and title page for a non-
fiction text that will include the title, subtitle, author, and illustrator. 

4. Primary Subject Area: Science: Earth/Life 

5. Integrated Subject Area: Visual Arts 

                                             

 

Planning Considerations 

1. Prerequisite or supporting skills necessary for success: For the success of this lesson, students must have 
the skills and the knowledge of how to create a cover and title page for a written text. They should have this 
knowledge from a previous academic lesson, most likely in the subject of language arts/literacy. It is 
possible that students would have created stories already that required a cover and title page to be taught 
and created. 

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"Today we are going to start our next chapters of science with an exciting project that I have planned for you. Since 
today is only the start, we will be going over the project together and then practicing some of our skills as 
professional writers and illustrators. Interested to know what your project is? Well, it will look something like this 
(show the journal sample). In this next phase of our journey as scientists we will be creating scientific journals, or 
shall I say, scientific illustration journals!" 

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

"These journals will be an artifact that we give to others so that they can learn more about what we all know, or will 
know soon. These journals will be resources for learning about how plants grow, which we will go into more detail 
later, and will also be a chance for you to practice and improve your artistic skills. I am very excited about this 
project and I think that you all will enjoy it and be happy with what you have created in the end. But for today, we will 
accomplish the official explanation of the project which will also include my expectations for you all and the structure 
of the journal and then we will dive right in with creating our journals and title pages. Raise your hand if you 
remember making cover and title pages in our past writing projects? (I will have them recall more detailed 
information about this later in the lesson). Good! Well, do not worry. I know like this sounds like a lot of work, and it 
will be, but you will know this project like the back of your hand by the time we are done today! So, let's get started. 
(pass out the student copies of the project description packet).  

 

Instructional Steps 

1. Once students have returned to their seats and the project descriptions have been passed out. Have the 
students, in their desk groups, read the first page ONLY together. Then instruct the groups to make a list of 
what they think will be included in the scientific illustration journals, in other words what is included in life 
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science and plant growth?. Tell the class that you will be walking around to make sure no one is peeking at 
the next pages.  

1. During this time, walk around to each group and listen to their discussion. Add to ideas when needed 
and answer questions.  

2. This exercise will provide a quick pre-assessment to see how much the students know about these 
next units and to get an idea of what their first impressions of the project are. 

2. After five to ten minutes, gather the students' attention and talk about the project. Ask each group to tell the 
class what they think about the project and what they listed might be included. (Extension: make a student 
list, comprised of all of the students' ideas for possible topics that would be included in the journal and then 
compare to the actual list).  

3. Next, have the students turn to the next page in their description packet. These pages show the structure of 
the journal and include a list of the topics they will be learning in the next two months.  

4. Ask the students: 
1. Which topics surprise you? 
2. Which topic are you most excited to learn more about? 
3. Which topic do you think will be the most boring? Why? 
4. Which topic do you think you already know? 
5. Which topics have you never heard of? 

5. Go over the project as a class once more. Give a brief description and then read the teacher expectations 
out loud to the students.  

1. Remind the students: This journal is going to help them learn science. Real scientists go outside to 
observe the world around them and take journals just like these with them to make drawings and 
notes. Ask: Why do you think they do this?  

2. Write down on an anchor chart or on the whiteboard, their answers. (to share with others, to 
document new information, etc.) 

6. Ask for any questions or concerns. 
7. Once all questions have been answered about the project, pass out the materials for the journals to each 

student. 
8. Go through the steps, using the overhead projector, to make the journals (see How to: Making the Scientific 

Journal for detailed steps and materials list for making the journals) 
9. Ask the students to recall what they know about making cover pages and title pages.  

1. Draw names/Call on students/allow students to raise hands to answer the following questions 
1. What must be included in a cover page? (title, subtitle, author, illustrator, artwork) 
2. What goes first on a cover page? (title) 
3. What must be included on a title page? (title, subtitle, author, illustrator) 
4. Why are cover/title pages important? (Give important information about the book as well as 

set the mood for what it is about; to catch the readers eye) 
5. What happens if you do not have a cover/title page? (Prospective readers will not know what 

the book is called or what it is about. The book will not catch someone's eye) 
2. If an anchor chart was creating during a unit that included cover/title page, once students have 

answered all of the questions successfully, hang it up for reference. 
10. Show the class your cover and title page as an example but encourage them to not directly copy any 

drawings or style but create their own.  
11. If students do not already have the proper art supplies at their desk, allow them to get markers, paint, 

watercolor, colored pencils, brushes, water, etc. to complete their cover pages and title pages now that they 
know what the project is about.  

12. Give students fifteen to twenty minutes to work on their cover/title pages. 
1. During this time, walk around and monitor student work, making sure that they have the correct 

structure of the cover and title page.  
2. Also, use this time to talk to students about the project and do a more individualized check to make 

sure that everyone feels comfortable with the expectations. 
 

Closure 

1. Once students have been given enough time to work on their cover pages and art as well as complete their 
title page (there will be more time later to finish these if needed), have them clean up all art supplies. 

2. Once students are back at their desks, have them clear their desks of everything besides their journals. 
1. This will ensure little distraction and prepare them for the closing of the lesson.  
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3. Draw names/call on students/allow students to raise hands to answer the following questions: 
1. What is the project called that we are starting? 
2. Why is it both a scientific and illustration journal? 
3. How will this journal help us learn? 
4. What is this journal about? 
5. What are my teachers expectations of me? 
6. What are the parts of the structure of a cover page? 
7. What are the parts of the structure of a title page? 

4. Then have the students hold up their journals. 
5. Instruct each student to point to the title of their journal. 

1. Continue this for the subtitle, author, illustrator and cover page.  
2. Sweep the hands after each part to check that everyone is pointing to the correct part.  

6. After students have answered the questions that require them to recall information from the lesson, they 
then should have completed the objectives of the lesson of describing the overview of the "Scientific 
Illustration Project" including the expectations that they have for its completion and they will have created an 
appropriate cover and title page for a nonfiction text that includes the title, subtitle, author and illustrator.  

 

Materials  

     Student copies of project descriptions 

     Journal Materials (completed teacher copy for demonstration) 

     Art materials for cover and title page illustration (watercolors, colored pencils, markers)  

     Sample journal  

     Projector  
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My Scientific Illustration Journal Project 

What is it? 

 The Scientific Illustration Journal project is a three week long 
project that will be worked on as a class! You will create your very 
own journal full of the information that you will be learning in class 
and the works of art that you will create!  

 This journal is about life science and how plants grow.  

What am I doing? 

 Your job is to create your journal and include information from 
class that you think is important for others to know and that go along 
with the illustrations that you will make.  

 You will also be going outside and on field trips to observe your 
environment and be a scientist as you take notes and create drawings 
of what you see.  

How long will it take? 

 This project will take three weeks. In this time you will learn 
about how to make the journal, what a scientific illustrator is and how 
to become one, how to observe, how plants grow, and how you can 
illustrate the plants that you see outside! 

Teacher expectations for me:  

 Miss Osborne expects you to have an opened mind and be patient 
with each day. This project will take time but we will be moving fast 
so be ready to ask questions and learn from your teacher.  
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This project must include: 

- Cover Page (front and back) 

- Title Page 

- Table of Contents  

- Introduction 

- Sections: 
o Photosynthesis 

 At least one page description 

 Diagram  

 Illustration 

 With captions! 
o Plant Growth 

 At least one page description 

 Illustration of the 4 stages of plant growth 

 With captions! 
o Characteristics of Plants 

 At least one page description 

 Illustration 

 With captions! 
o Types of Plants in Indiana 

 At least 10 different plants illustrated from observations 
done on our Nature Walks! 
 

- Glossary (back side)  
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Lesson 2 
 

Let’s Get Started 
How do I Observe? 
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. August 29, 2017 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame: 12 pm - 2 pm 

 

Learning Goals 

1.Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation.  

2. Purpose(s):  

                To define and discuss the meaning of the word "observe." 

  To excite the students about the My Scientific Journal project.  

3. Learning Objective(s):  

                a. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to define the word "observe." 

      

4. Primary Subject Area:  Life Science 

5. Integrated Subject Area: Visual Arts 

                                            Language Arts 

 

 

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"Now that we have been introduced to our new project and completed our cover pages, we need to learn how to be 
Scientific Illustrators. Today we are not going to use our scientific journals. I know we have prepared them but we 
need to learn and practice how to be scientific illustrators before we can create our journals. Today, we are going to 
learn all about observation. One of the biggest things that scientists and illustrators do is observe. So don't you think 
scientific illustrators would observe as well? Yes! Today we are going to define the word 'observe' together. "  

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

"Today we are going to discover what the word 'observe' really means and define it so that we are ready for 
tomorrow's lesson when we doing our first drawings in our journals." 

 

Instructional Steps 

1. "Does anyone remember what we did yesterday during science? We are at the end of a project right? (this 
will promote recall and get a reaction from students as they should clearly know that we are beginning a new 
unit). So what is this project about? (allow response - if they respond with science then encourage them to 
answer more specifically with life science.) Have the students give more responses to describe life science 
as done in yesterday's lesson.   

2. "What else did we do with our journals yesterday?" (Have students recall making a cover and title page as 
well as the parts that go into the structure of these pages.) 

3. State the purpose and objectives. 
4. Have students get out their science notebooks (or whatever resource they use to write science notes) and 

set them on their desks. This should be the only material on their desk besides a pencil. 
5. "Today we are going to learn about observation and about the word 'observe' and we are going to title this in 

our notes 'How Scientific Illustrators Observe'." 
6. Transition and write the word "observe" on the anchor chart (or whiteboard).  

        a. While doing this, the teacher will ask the students to come and sit in front of the anchor chart with 
their notebooks.  
2. "As I mentioned before observation is very important in the careers for both scientists and illustrators. In 
order to understand this we all need to know what the word 'observe' means right? So who can tell me what 
they think this word means?"  
3. Point to the word "observe" written on the chart. She will allow for students to answer one at a time - 
those who have raised their hand or those who have had their name drawn from a cup by the teacher.  
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4. Write down significant thoughts from the students on the chart underneath the word, adding her own as 
well. 
        a. the teacher should note that when observing you use your five senses. 
5. Once students have shared, write "Our definition:" at the bottom of the chart. 
6. "Together let's write a definition of the word "observe" using what we know and have written down on the 
chart."  
7. Direct the class in writing their own definition for the word "observe". Such as: the act of paying very close 
attention to details to learn something new. 
8. After writing a class definition, write "Dictionary definition:" below the class definition and write the 
definition: 'to watch carefully especially with attention to details or behavior for the purpose of arriving at a 
judgement.' 
9. Ask the students to note the differences and similarities between the two definitions and quickly discuss 
as a class.  
10. "Now that we have a pretty clear definition of the word 'observe' we can understand why it is so 
important in a career such as a scientist or illustrator. Scientists are learning new things every day and so 
they must be observant of their surroundings. A paleontologist must be careful when handling fossils and 
must be able to see small differences in bone structure as well as patterns. Sometimes extremely small 
details can mean the difference between discovering that dinosaurs had scales or feathers or fur. Also an 
ornithologist (someone who studies birds) will observe forests and wooded areas by drawing pictures of 
birds and listening to their calls. They must be observant and pay close attention to the sounds the birds 
make and behaviors of the birds in order to discover new species." 

7. Direct the students back to their seats with their notebooks. Go back to the overhead projector and show the 
'How Scientific Illustrators Observe' note page. Go over the elements that the students must have in this 
page so that they can self-check. They should have the following: 

1. Title 
2. word 'observe' written at top 
3. notes from students  
4. class definition 
5. dictionary definition 
6. differences and similarities comparison notes 

8. During this time, go around and informally check notebooks to ensure that all students are following along 
and no student is falling behind.  

9. Direct the students to clean up all materials in preparation for the close of the lesson.  
 

Closure 

1. At the close of the lesson, ask the students to recall the lesson by asking the following questions: 

            a. "What did we learn in this lesson?" 

            b. "What is the definition of the word 'observe'?" 

            c. "Why is observing important for scientists and illustrators?" 

2.  Before preparing for the end of the day, introduce an attentional prompt that will be used at the beginning of most 
lessons during this unit to excite the students about being scientists and illustrators.  

3. "During this unit I really want you all to know that you are scientists as well as illustrators. It does not matter that 
you are not professionals and right now it is not your career, however the tasks that we will be doing are what true 
scientists and illustrators do and that is exciting! So I want you to be excited! So everyday during this unit I will ask 
you a series of questions at the beginning of our science lesson and I am hoping that every day you will want to give 
me the same answer. It goes like this and I will help you the first time." 

4.Direct the students through the script: 

        Teacher: Today, we are going to be what?  

        Students: "Scientist!"   

        T: And?  

        S: "Illustrators!"  

        T: Correct! And as a scientific illustrator we must?  

        S: "Observe!"  

        T: And?  
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        S:  "Ask questions!" 

        T:  Right! Today I hope that you will be asking a lot of good questions but also doing a lot of answering to those 
questions. Because we always want to what?                   S: "Learn more!" 

5. "That was great! So stick this in your mind and do not forget it! I will ask you these questions again later and I am 
hoping that I will hear the same excited answers." 

 

Materials  

    Scientific Notebooks 

    Anchor Chart (or whiteboard) 

    Markers 

    Pencils 

    Erasers   
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Lesson 3 
 

Drawing Techniques 
I can observe! 
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. August 30, 2017 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame: 12 - 2 p.m.  

 

Learning Goals 

1.Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation.  

2. Purpose(s):  

            To practice observing by drawing using objects and peers.  

3. Learning Objective(s):  

            a. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to list the 10 steps of observation. 

            b. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to draw an object using the 10 steps of observation.  

            c. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to draw a portrait using the 10 steps of observation.  

4. Primary Subject Area: Science/Life Science 

5. Integrated Subject Area: Visual Arts  

         

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"Yesterday, what did we do during science? (allow students to recall - defining the word 'observe') Today we are 
going to continue talking about how we use the skills of observation as scientific illustrators. Because today, we are 
going to be what? (students say "scientist!" together) and? (students say "illustrators!") Correct! And as a scientific 
illustrator we must? (students say "observe!") and? (students say "ask questions!") Right! Today I hope that you will 
be asking a lot of good questions but also doing a lot of answering to those questions. We are going to practice 
being good observers and do some of first drawings to prepare for our journals!" 

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

"Today, I am going to tell you the 10 secret steps to observing. They will help you to become excellent observers so 
that you can use them everyday and especially when we start going on our nature walks, which will start on Friday! 
We are going to review about the word 'observe' and then we are going to practice the 10 steps of observation using 
objects and then each other! Now I would like everyone to get out their notebooks."  

 

Instructional Steps 

1. After introducing the lesson and going over the purposes and objectives for the lesson, write the word "observe" 
on the anchor chart (or whiteboard).  

        a. While doing this, the teacher will ask the students to come and sit in front of the anchor chart with their 
notebooks.  

2. "As I mentioned before observation is very important in the careers for both scientists and illustrators. In order to 
understand this we all need to know what the word 'observe' means right? So who can remind me what this word 
means?"  

3. Write the class definition under the word 'observe' once students have had a chance to answer based on what 
they learned yesterday in class and from their notes taken in their scientific journals.  

4. "We will talk more about scientific illustrators, those who specifically illustrate organisms and objects in nature, 
tomorrow. Today we are going to do a little bit of practicing so that we get better at our skills of observation. These 
skills are very important and not only make us better scientists, illustrators, but also learners and students." 

5. "Now I want to show you the 10 steps of observation which will make observing easier for you and then we are 
going to practice the steps."  

7. Have the list ready on the anchor chart, as follows: 

                a. Step 1: Focus 

                b. Step 2: 30 Second Stare 

                c. Step 3: Look for Shapes 
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                d. Step 4: List Five Things 

                e. Step 5: Do a Quick Sketch 

8. Introduce and explain each step while demonstrating it to the students. Direct the students to write these steps 
down in their science notebooks.  

5. Have the students return to their seats, where an object will be at each students' desk, along with drawing 
notebooks/pads/paper for each student, a pencil, and eraser. These objects can range from school supplies, food 
(fruits/vegetables), blocks, etc.  

            a. Instruct the students not to touch the objects (have students sit on their hands).  

6. "Now, observation can and should be done all the time. This process will take discipline, so let's all take a deep 
breath before I show you the first step. Look at your object and again do not touch it. You will get to know your 
object very well over the next few minutes." 

8. The first five steps will be at the front of the room for the students and they will practice with their object for 5 
minutes. 

9. After the first practice, have the students come to the front of the room (in front of the anchor chart) with their 
journals and introduce the last five steps of the 10 steps of observation and explain that these steps are specific to 
illustrators. The steps are as follows: 

                a. Step 6: Map it Out 

                b. Step 7: Use Your Tools! 

                c. Step 8: Draw with Your Eyes 

                d. Step 9: Try Not to Lift! 

                e Step 10: Fix it Up   

                f: When going through these steps students should map out their object by measuring it to get the 
proportions correct in their drawing. They should use their tools such as pencil or fingers to measure the object. 
Drawing with the eyes requires students to challenge themselves by not looking at their paper but moving their 
pencil as their eyes move to increase accuracy of lines. Students should not lift their pencil which will make it easier 
to draw with their eyes and stay in the correct place. Once their drawing is complete, the sketch may look odd so 
lastly they can lift their pencil and use their eraser to correct any mistakes.  

 

10. Demonstrate with an object to further reiterate the steps and how they should be done while the students write 
the steps in their journals.  

11. Ask the students to return to their desk and rotate their objects to the left so that everyone has a different object. 
Once they have their new object they can try out the 10 steps of observation with their new object and make their 
drawings in their journals.  

12. Once they have completed their drawings, instruct the students to know turn to the person to their right who will 
be their partner.  

13. The students will now use the 10 steps of observation to create portraits of each other. The students will be 
provided with paper to draw on (not in the journals). They will take turns as one draws the other. During this time the 
teacher should walking around the room, assisting, and making informal notes of the student progress and 
comprehension of the tasks in the lesson.  

14. Once all portraits are done, students will post them on the front board for everyone to see. Direct the class in a 
discuss about what made the task difficult or easy and how the steps helped or hindered their drawing.  

15. Direct clean up of all materials, in preparation for the close of the lesson.  

 

Closure 

1. At the close of the lesson, ask the students to recall the lesson by asking the following questions: 

            a. "What did we learn in this lesson?" 

            b. "What is the definition of the word 'observe'?" 

            c. "Why is observing important for scientists and illustrators?" 

            d. "What are the 10 steps of observation?" 

e. "How does observation help you?" (think of everyday tasks such as drawing, doing homework, 
remembering events or tasks, etc.) 
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Materials  

     Anchor Chart/Whiteboard 

    Markers     

    Objects 

    Paper (Drawing paper/pads/notebooks) 

    Pencils 

    Erasers 

    Magnets  
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Lesson 4 
 

Drawing Techniques 
What is a scientific illustrator? 
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. August 31, 2017 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame: 12-2 p.m. 

 

Learning Goals 

1.Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation.  

2. Purpose(s):  

            To define 'scientific illustrator' and discuss the career's significance and relevance to the unit. 

            To prepare for tomorrow's lesson which will be the first nature walk.  

3. Learning Objective(s):  

            a. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to define what a scientific illustrator is.  

            b. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to define what a scientific illustration is. 

            c. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to list five reasons for why scientific illustrators are 
important. 

            d. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to list three reasons for why scientific illustrations are 
important.  

            e. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to list at least four elements of a scientific illustration.  

4. Primary Subject Area: Science/Life Science  

5. Integrated Subject Area: N/A 

 

 

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"Today we are going to be what? (students say "scientist!" together) and? (students say "illustrators!") Correct! And 
as a scientific illustrator we must? (students say "observe!") and? (students say "ask questions!") Right! Because as 
scientist we investigate and we must ask questions and be observant to make new discoveries. Well today we are 
going to finally find out what we are! We are going to do an investigation to find out what scientific illustrators are. 
After today since we will know all about scientific illustrators and illustrations we will know exactly how we can use 
our journals. Our scientific journals are for sharing information about the world around us. We are going to looking at 
plants and animals and making wonderful drawings of them so that we can show our families and others. Our 
journals will educate them about what we find. And tomorrow we will be doing our very first nature walk so we 
definitely need to know what scientific illustrators are if we are going to be them and what scientific illustrations are if 
we are going to make them!" 

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

 

"So, today we are going to do an investigation. I will put you all into groups of two or three and you are going to work 
together to complete this investigation to answer three big questions. At the end you are all going to be able to tell 
me what a scientific illustrator is, what a scientific illustration is, why both are important, as well as what is included 
in a scientific illustration by looking at some examples. Today, I have brought in several library books, I have made a 
presentation of scientific illustrations, and you will be allowed to use the computers to search for information. I want 
you to use all of these resources to answer the questions in this investigation."   

 

Instructional Steps 

1. Begin the lesson by having the students recall yesterday's lesson by answering the following questions:    a. 
"What did we learn in this lesson?" 
    b. "What is the definition of the word 'observe'?" 
    c. "Why is observing important for scientists and illustrators?" 
    d. "What are the 10 steps of observation?" 
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    e. "How does observation help you?" (think of everyday tasks such as drawing, doing homework, 
remembering     

2. Ask the students to come to the front of the class.  
3. Introduce today's lesson by going over the purposes and objectives for the lesson.  
4. Once going over purposes and objectives, explain: "I will be completing this investigation with you as well on 

my anchor chart paper (the teacher will have the anchor chart paper prepared with the investigation 
worksheet on it and will complete it as the students do so that they can go over together). Once you have all 
completed the investigation, we will compare answers."  

5. Divide the students into groups of 2 to 3 students.  
6. Give each student a 'Scientific Illustration Investigation Worksheet' packet.  
7. The students will have 30 - 60 minutes to complete the investigation. During this time the teacher will also be 

completing the investigation on the anchor chart paper but also informally assessing the students' work by 
walking around the classroom and monitoring behavior as well as assisting when needed.  

8. Once the students have completed the investigation, have the students come to the front of the class with 
their packets. 

9. Show the students the completed investigation on the anchor chart paper and go over the answers with the 
students.  

1. During this time, guide the discussion of the answers but not simply read them. Have students give 
their own answers and thoughts and then add to them when needed.  

2. Expand on important concepts and use the slideshow to visually explain.  
1. Go over elements of a scientific illustration: 

1. Species/Species family 
2. Title 
3. Description 
4. Multiple Views 
5. Environment (optional)  

3. Students can add to their answers if needed.  
10. Explain: "We will be scientific illustrators during the next two months. I expect all of you to know what a 

scientific illustrator is and why they are important. You will be applying this to your journals. So all of the 
elements we looked at today in scientific illustrations should be included in your own illustrations and I will be 
looking for them. Starting tomorrow we will be going outside and making illustrations that will need to include 
all of the important information and details that these illustrations do so that we someone else looks at your 
illustration they will know exactly what you have drawn." 

11. Once all answers have been gone over, collect the packets and the students should return to their desks, 
clean up all materials, and prepare for the close of the lesson.  

Closure 

1. Guide the close of the lesson, asking students to recall the information from today's lesson by asking the 
following questions: (draw names or allow students to raise their hand)  

1. What did we learn in today's lesson? 
2. What is a scientific illustrator? 
3. Why are they important? 
4. What is a scientific illustration? 
5. How do you know a drawing is a scientific illustration? 
6. Why are scientific illustrations made? 

 
Materials  

     Scientific Illustration Investigation Worksheet (student packets) 

     Scientific Illustration Investigation Worksheet (teacher copies - blank/answer key) 

     Scientific Illustration Investigation Worksheet (large) 

     Anchor Chart 

     Markers 

     Library Books 

     Scientific Illustration slideshow:  

    https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1QeTA_5VznlFydO3oITi_QbFS9Hi17wSpYv-
                  RpetN7GY/edit#slide=id.g1ae5047488_0_115 
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Lesson 5 
 

Nature Walk 
Drawing Techniques 

Try It Out! 
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. September 1, 2017 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame: 12-2 p.m. 

 

Learning Goals 

1.Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation.  

2. Purpose(s):  

            To go on the first nature walk. 

            To use the information learned over the week (observation and scientific illustration) and apply it to 
completing the first scientific illustration in their scientific                     illustration journal. 

            To complete the first scientific illustration in the scientific illustration journal.  

3. Learning Objective(s):  

            a. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to draw a scientific illustration including all of the required 
elements.  

 

4. Primary Subject Area: Science/Life Science 

5. Integrated Subject Area: Visual Arts  

 

 

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"Today we are going to be what? (students say "scientist!" together) and? (students say "illustrators!") Correct! And 
as a scientific illustrator we must? (students say "observe!") and? (students say "ask questions!") Right! Today we 
are going to go on our first nature walk! I have prepared all of our materials that you can use once we go outside. 
Now, on the nature walk we are going to go outside and I want you to remember all that we have learned this week 
about observation and what it means to be a scientific illustrator to create your very first scientific illustration. This 
means using all of your resources already in your journal including the 10 steps of observation and your 'Scientific 
Illustration Investigation Worksheet' packet."  

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

"When we go outside your job is to find something - this could be a plant or animal or insect and create a scientific 
illustration of that thing. I know that a lot of you will want to draw an animal however it will be very difficult to 
completely observe an animal. They will most likely run or fly away before you can complete your observation. But 
do not be too disappointed. We will be going on plenty of nature walks and as you get better at observing and at 
being scientific illustrators you will be able to observe and draw faster and be able to create a page for an animal. 
Today I just want you to find something, most likely a plant, and make your illustration. I will be there the entire time 
to help but remember I will not make your drawing for you. This is your time to practice and get better."  

 

Instructional Steps 

1. Begin the lesson be quickly recalling the previous lesson on scientific illustrators.  
2. Introduce today's lesson by going over the purposes and objectives of the lesson.  
3. Explain the rules of the nature walk (staying together, informing the teacher of where they are going and 

what they are drawing, etc.) 
4. Review all of the materials that will be taken on the nature walk.  

1. During this nature walk students are completing a scientific illustration using the 10 steps of 
observation and what they know about scientific illustrations from the previous day's lesson. The 
teacher will have several examples of scientific illustrations printed out for the students so that they 
can carry one during the nature walk and use it as a check list for their own drawing.  

5. The Nature Walk: 
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            The Nature Walk should be at a local place. Depending on the resources of the school, this could be a 
nature center, park, local pond, location near the school (walking distance), woods, etc. The nature walks can be a 
field trip if time permits, however most of the time the nature walks should be to a place that is within walking 
distance for the class and has plenty for the students to observe. Once arriving at the location, the teacher should 
review the rules with the students and direct the students to choose a location. The teacher will be prepared with all 
needed materials (on a cart) and the students should bring their journals with them along with pencil and eraser. 
The teacher, during this time, should monitor student behavior, assist students, but also feel encouraged to 
complete the same assignment as the students in order to set an example. If students are struggling, the teacher 
will either show the teacher copy of the journal as an example or give the student one of the printed scientific 
illustrations to use as an example and check list.  

 

6. Once the nature walk is complete and all students have completed an illustration, gather the students together to 
close the lesson before cleaning up all materials and returning to the classroom.  

 

 

Closure 

1. Close the lesson with a discussion about how well the students liked the first nature walk by asking the following 
questions: 

        a. What did we learn today? 

        b. What did you like about the nature walk? 

        c. What did you not like about the nature walk? 

        d. Was it easy or hard to find something to illustrate? 

        e. Did the 10 steps of observation help you once you found what you were going to illustrate? 

        f. What is the most difficult thing about being a scientific illustrator? 

 

Materials  

     Drawing paper/pads/notebooks 

     Art Materials (pencils, erasers, pens, markers, crayons, watercolors, paper towel, glue, etc.) 

     Scientific Illustration examples  

     Magnifying glasses 

     Rulers  

     Scissors 

     Ziploc bags 

     Camera 

     Tweezers   
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Lesson 6 
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Photosynthesis 
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. September 4, 2017 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame: 12 pm - 2 pm 

 

Learning Goals 

1.Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation.  

2. Purpose(s):  

        To introduce the new topic in the unit of 'Plants.' 

        To discuss and assess student knowledge of life science.  

        To introduce the concept of 'photosynthesis.' 

3. Learning Objective(s):  

            a. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to give a definition of life science. 

            b. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to list at least three components of life science (plant 
growth and reproduction, animal growth, how living things interact with their environment, etc.) 

            c. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to give a definition of photosynthesis. 

            d. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to draw an informative diagram displaying how 
photosynthesis works. 

4. Primary Subject Area: Science/Life Science 

5. Integrated Subject Area: Visual Arts 

                                            Language Arts  

             

 

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"So, today we are moving to a new section of our scientific journal! Today, we are going to be what? (students say 
"scientist!" together) and? (students say "illustrators!") Correct! And as a scientific illustrator we must? (students say 
"observe!") and? (students say "ask questions!") Right! Today I hope that you will be asking a lot of good questions 
but also doing a lot of answering to those questions. We are going to be learning about what life science is, and then 
moving right into our new section for plants and how they grow." 

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

"So we all know what a plant is, right? (students say "yes!") Oh yes, what are some plants? Where do they grow? 
(allow students time to answer - make sure that they recognize plants can grow both outside and inside) How do 
they grow? (allow students to answer, however it is okay if most do not know - write some answers up on the 
board). Awesome, see you are all life scientists already! But we still want to what? (students say "learn more!") 
Alright, then today we are going to learn about life science and what the components of life science are. What does 
that mean components of life science? (Ask this to ensure students understand the meaning of the word 
'components') We are also going to learn about a word called, "photosynthesis", can you say that word together with 
me? One more time. Good, we need to get used to saying that big words because we are also going to complete a 
page and diagram on photosynthesis in our journals! Phew! We better get started!”  

 

Instructional Steps 

1. Start the lesson with recall of the last lesson: "Who are going to be my teachers today? (draw names) What did 
you learn last week in science? (continue asking questions and drawing names) As the teacher guide the 
conversation by asking the following questions: 

How will our scientific journals help us learn? Will they help others to learn? How? 

Why are scientific illustrations made? 

Why are scientific illustrators/illustrations important? 

What does observe mean? 
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How does being a good observer help scientists and illustrators? 

2. State the purposes and objectives of the lesson are. (see above) 

3. Get out anchor chart (or write on whiteboard) - write the question "What is Life Science?" at the top.  

        a. begin asking questions about life science and writing down student responses  

                1. What is included in life science? (include a web) 

                2. How do plants live and grow? 

                3. How are animals alike and different? 

                4. How do plants and animals survive? 

                5. How do plants and animals respond to seasons? 

                6. How do animals grow and change? 

                7. How do living things depend on their environment? 

                8. How do parts of an organism work together? 

            b. Choose from the questions to ask for student responses that would be appropriate for grade level and 
prior knowledge. 

            c. This warm-up will give the teacher a pre-assessment of student knowledge on life science, its 
components, and how it works.  

            d. Showing visuals would help students to understand how to answer some of the questions and motivate 
more discussion. 

            e. This discussion need only be 5 to 10 minutes. 

4. Place plants at each table/clump. (Have varieties of plants in pots - allow students to touch the plants while you 
are passing them out).  

5. Bring the attention back to the classroom and make sure that the plants are not causing a distraction for students. 
"Now that we have a good idea of what is included in life science and what some of the processes are, we are going 
to focus in on one component of life science for the next week or so. Can anyone tell me what that is?" (plants) 

6. So we already answered some questions about plants and we have identified some plants that we know. Let's go 
back to one of the questions we discussed, "How do plants live and grow?" (repeat some of the student responses). 
How do we know that plants grow? Do they grow like we do? (may need to give short explanation of human growth - 
we grow by eating healthy foods that have vitamins. These foods make our bodies and our bones stronger and 
stimulate them to grow. Also physical activity strengthens our muscles and our minds, keeping us healthy). Plants 
partially grow in the same way. Plants eat food, but do they move around? (no). Did you know that plants eat food? 
Plants actually make their own food through a process that I mentioned earlier, can anyone remember that big 
word? (allow students to answer 'photosynthesis')  

7. Write the word "photosynthesis" on the board, say it, and have the students say it together one more time.  

8. Draw a line between the two word parts ('photo' and 'synthesis'). "The word photo means 'light' and the 
word synthesis means 'to make something'. So when these two words (photo and synthesis) are put together, what 
do you think it means? (to make something of/from light).  

9. "Okay, now it is time to get your science notebooks out and something to write with."  

10. Write the definition on the board for 'photosynthesis' while students get out their materials. (Photosynthesis is 
the process that plants use to make food by using the energy of light) 

11.  Read the definition out loud. "Please write some notes in your notebook and follow long." On the overhead 
show the teacher sample journal (one completed for an example and one incomplete for students to follow along).  

12. Explain photosynthesis while students follow along and make notes. "Photosynthesis is how plants make food 
and how they grow and survive in the environment. Almost all plants make their own food. Look at your plants at 
your table. What do you think makes the food for the plant? (allow students to give guesses) The leaves of the plant 
have the job of making the food. To make food, leaves need sunlight, air, and water. The leaves capture sunlight 
and use the energy to change air and water into food. Air enters the plant through tiny holes, or pores, in its leaves. 
These pores take in what is called carbon dioxide from teh air. Can we all say that? (carbon dioxide) And water 
comes up through the roots when the plant is watered." (using visuals through a powerpoint, diagram, or bringing in 
plants for each table will help students to visualize the process of photosynthesis) 

13. "Turn to the person next to you and tell them the three things plants need in order to make food." 

14. Erase the white board and write, "Plants make food by ______." Also write "To make food plants need _____, 
_______, and _______." Draw names for students to fill in the blanks.  
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15. Give a more in-depth explanation of photosynthesis: "Photosynthesis uses the energy from sunlight to change 
water and carbon dioxide, from the air, into food. The water comes from the roots and the soil and the carbon 
dioxide comes from the air. In order to carry out photosynthesis, leaves use a special tool to help them. This tool is 
called chlorophyll. Chlorophyll is a green substance and is what is able to capture the energy of sunlight. So these 
leaves use their chlorophyll to soak in the energy from the sun and then use this energy to combine water and 
carbon dioxide, making food." (take a moment to monitor student attention and retention of information). 

16. Write a list of 1. and 2. on the board."This whole process of photosynthesis is extremely important. It helps the 
plant by doing what? (making food) and it helps us, you and me. How do you think? (allow students to make an 
educated guess) Well, while making food, this process also gives off oxygen. Why is oxygen important?" (Oxygen is 
a gas in the air that humans and animals breathe)  "This oxygen is a product of photosynthesis along with food for 
the plant and is released through the same pores where the carbon dioxide enters." 

17. Write the equation for photosynthesis on the board to provide students with a simplified visual. (Sunlight + Water 
+ Carbon Dioxide -> Food + Oxygen) 

18. "Now let’s get out our journals." Direct students to get their scientific illustration journals out and turn to page that 
will be the Photosynthesis page spread (skipping over the Introduction for now). Show the teacher journals on the 
overhead. "I will show you an example of this page spread from my journal. I have provided some illustrations and a 
definition of life science, photosynthesis, and given the components of photosynthesis.” 

19. The students will complete this page spread on Photosynthesis using information written in their notes. After 
showing the teacher examples and explaining that all students need at least a one page description, diagram, and 
illustration, give them time to work, then ask for volunteers to share. “Now let’s here from some of you what you 
have written for photosynthesis. Who has a description or definition they would like to share?" (Allow a student to 
share what they have done in their journal so far and complete a new page spread so that others can follow along 
and/or make their own design.) 

20. Allow students time to complete their diagram for the page spread. They may use any materials to complete 
their illustration. Encourage students to make their diagram drawings from the plants at their table so that they can 
exercise their observation skills. 

21. During this time, walk around the classroom. The teacher may observe student work, have short conferences 
with the students to check up on their journal work, discuss progress, and ask students about their feelings towards 
the their work. (Make informal assessment notes over student progress and reflection of work). 

22. Clean up supplies to prepare for closure.  

 

Closure 

1. Gather all students for closure of the lesson.  

2. "So is everyone ready to continue learning about plants? Raise your hand if you're excited!" 

3. "Well we did learn quite a bit today. Let's review. Today we learned that we are starting a new section in our 
scientific illustration journal. What is our new section called?" (draw names - plants)  

        a. Continue to draw names and ask the following questions: 

                1. What is the process that plants use to make food? 

                2. What are the three things that a plant needs to perform photosynthesis? 

                3. What part of the plant makes food? 

                4. How do leaves get the sunlight, water, and carbon dioxide that they need to perform photosynthesis? 

                        a. Discuss: Sunlight shines on the leaves from above, water travels into the leaves from the roots 
and stem, and carbon dioxide enters the leaves from the air and through the pores on the underside of the leaf.  

                5. Bonus: What do leaves do with the food and oxygen that they make during photosynthesis? 

                        a. Discuss: The food travels to the other plant parts, where it is used to help the plant live and grow. 
The oxygen is released into the air and is used by humans and animals. All animal life depends on plants and the 
process of photosynthesis, which is why it is so important.  

                6. Bonus: Why is it important for leaves to be held in the air? 

                        a. Discuss: The leaves need sunlight in order to perform photosynthesis. They do this by reaching up 
to the sun so that the sun can see them and shine its light on them.  

4. After discussion, pass out the exit slip for students to fill out and then turn in.  

            a. The exit slips asks the following questions and is to be completed individually: 
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                    1. What kind of science did we learn today? 

                    2. Name three components of life science. 

 

Materials  

        Scientific Illustration journals (teacher and student) 

        whiteboard 

        overhead projector 

        dry erase markers 

        visuals/diagrams 

        anchor chart paper 

        markers 

        drawing/illustrating materials' 

        exit slips  
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Lesson 7 
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. date 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame: 12 pm - 1 pm 

 

Learning Goals 

1.Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation. 

2. Purpose(s):  

            To enrich student knowledge of how plants grow using past knowledge of photosynthesis. 

            To discuss the two different ways in which plants can grow.  

            To explore the plant life cycle.  

            To apply newly learned knowledge into creating a page spread about plant growth in scientific illustration 
journals.  

3. Learning Objective(s):  

            a. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to classify plants according to those with seeds and those 
without seeds.  

            b. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to identify all of the steps in the plant life cycle.  

            c. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to create a diagram illustrating the plant life cycle including 
captions.  

4. Primary Subject Area: Science/Life Science 

5. Integrated Subject Area: Visual Arts 

                                            Language Arts 

 

 

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"Today we are going to be what? (students say "scientist!" together) and? (students say "illustrators!") Correct! And 
as a scientific illustrator we must? (students say "observe!") and? (students say "ask questions!") Right! Today we 
are going to move right along with life science and our new section on plants in our journal. And we are going to use 
what we learned yesterday to help us understand what we are learning about today, because we always want to 
what? (students say "learn more!") Right. Today we are going to be learning about the plant life cycle as well as the 
two different ways in which plants can grow, and then we are going to document it in our journals."  

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

"So like I said, today we are going to learn about the two different ways that plants can grow, with seeds and 
without. And then we are going to dive a little deeper into how they grow and the steps that they go through in the 
life cycle of a plant."  

 

Instructional Steps 

1. Start the lesson with recall of yesterday's lesson: ""What was that big word we learned yesterday?" (draw name to 
answer) "Okay (draw name) can you tell me about what you learned yesterday?" 

        a. Optional: Ask the following questions: 

                 1. What is the process that plants use to make food? 

                2. What are the three things that a plant needs to perform photosynthesis? 

                3. What part of the plant makes food? 

                4. How do leaves get the sunlight, water, and carbon dioxide that they need to perform photosynthesis? 

2. State the purposes and objectives of the lesson. (see above) 

3. "So why don't we all get out our science notebooks and something to write with so we can take some notes." 

4. Write "Plants with Seeds" on the board and "Plants without Seeds."  
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5. "Scientists classify plants according to the way that they grow or reproduce. (Ask "What does reproduce mean?" - 
this will ensure that students understand what the word means and give information about what students know 
about how organisms multiply and grow). Most plants reproduce with seeds" (point to the category on the board). 
"The other category that plants fall into is "Plants without Seeds" (point to category on the board). Theses plants 
obviously do not have seeds but have what is called spores. Can you repeat that with me? (spores)." 

6. "So, most plants reproduce with seeds. Within this group we have plants that flower and plants that do not have 
flowers. Flowering plants are the largest group of seed plants. So flowers such as roses, daisies, lilies are all seed 
plants as well as trees. Any tree that has a broad leaf and not a needle blooms and has flowers in the spring, so 
they are a flowering seed plant. Also any tree that grow fruit, such as oranges and apples, has seeds and is a 
flowering seed plant." 

7. "Seed plants that do not have flowers are called conifers. Can you say that with me? (conifer) Conifers form their 
seeds in cones. So, pine trees that produce pine cones are conifers. Conifers are the plants that have leaves 
shaped like needles or scales." (Visuals/object examples would be helpful for students to visualize and apply the 
vocabulary and can be passed around for everyone to see.) 

8. "Plants without seeds reproduce with spores. Spores are much smaller than seeds. Like seed plants, most plants 
without seeds still have roots, stems, and leaves. Some however, like moss, do not have roots or stems to carry 
water and nutrients to the rest of the plant. Instead mosses anchor themselves to stones or trees, other things, that 
it can absorb water through. So instead of absorbing water through its roots and stems, it absorbs water and carbon 
dioxide through its leaves." 

9. Pass out the plant visuals. (laminated pictures of a variety of plants, with seeds and without and flowering and 
conifers - about 5-10 visuals for each group)  

10. "Now, I want you to work with your group to classify these plants that you have in the two groups on the board. 
For now, you only need to classify them into the two groups, with and without seeds. We will doing any further 
breakdown together." 

11. Allow students time to classify all of their plants. Walk around during this time, discuss with groups about their 
decisions, and observe their decision making process - take informal assessment notes of the decision process for 
comprehension check. 

12. Once all plants have been classified. Breakdown the "Plants with Seeds" group into " Flowering Plants" and 
"Non-flowering Plants" together, allowing students to contribute their ideas of how the plants should be placed.  

13. Review: "I said at the beginning of this lesson that there are two ways that plants can grow or reproduce. How 
do seeds and spores help plants to grow? There are plants with seeds and plants without seeds. The plants with 
seeds have seeds that are made in their flowers and seed that are made in their cones. Plants without seeds are 
plants with spores. So what is the purpose of these seeds and spores? Do they stay with the plant? Do you usually 
find one type of plant in one area or in many? Can you find the same kind of tree at your house and at your friends 
house? How does this happen?" (Explain seed dispersal by birds, animals, and humans - by eating the fruit, buying 
seeds and planting them).   

14. "Now let's talk about how a plant grows and the steps that it goes through to become a full grown plant. Has 
anyone ever planted a seed or planted a garden? Maybe helped mom or dad plant in the garden? What did you do 
when you planted the seed? What time of year was it? (warm temperature, watered after planting). Seeds will not 
grow into plants unless you water them. But once conditions are right, a seed will germinate and start to grow. What 
do you think germinate means?" (write germinate on the board) 

15. Germinate means "to sprout or grow". So let's use it in a sentence. (Once I watered my planted seed, it started 
to germinate.) 

16. (Show diagram or illustration of the germination process underground) "Once the seed soaks up the water, it 
begins to swell. When it swells it becomes bigger and eventually breaks its shiny seed coat. This releases the root 
which starts to grow down into the soil. The stem then grows upward and above the soil and the leaves begin to 
grow. This young plant is called a seedling. The seedling uses the food stored in the seed to start growing. Then 
once the leaves form they begin to go through photosynthesis and feed the plant. Once the plant is big enough it will 
begin to produce more seeds of its own, either through flowers or cones."  

17. "Let's look at a couple of examples of this life cycle." (show visual/diagrams of two different plant life cycles - 
flowering plant and non-flowering plant) 

18. "There are four stages that I just described that you can see in both of these examples: Germination, Growth, 
Maturity, and Seed Formation. (Write each of these on the board) Let's define these in your groups. " 
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19. Have the students divide a page in their science notebooks into four parts and label each on with a different step 
in the plant life cycle. In their groups students should discuss together what they believe each means based on your 
description and what they know about plants.  

20. Once all groups have finished, have each group share one of the steps in the plant life cycle and after each 
allow other groups to add or comment on the definition.  

        a. after each definition, give the written definition for each step and discuss how this definition and their 
definition compare.  

21. "Why do you think that these series of steps is called a cycle? What is a cycle? 

        a. Discuss the meaning of the word cycle and remind students that a cycle is like a circle, with one stage 
leading to another and no beginning and no end - even though it seems that planting a seed and germination would 
be the beginning and then when the plant dies would be the end - remind students that once the plant achieves 
seed formation, even though it may die, it is giving life to another plant, thus continuing its species and continuing 
the cycle." 

22. "Now lets get out our scientific illustration journals and document what we have learned today so that we can 
eventually share it with others. Remember today we are going to do one page on plant growth, so the different ways 
that plants can reproduce. Can someone remind me of those different ways? (with spores, with seeds made in 
flowers, with seeds made in cones) And we need to make a page about the plant life cycle." (show the teacher 
example on the overhead and explain what has been done for student reference)  

23. Give the students time to work. At this point students should be accommodated to the structure of this time. In 
this time students should be created their pages for the day as scientific illustrators. Remind students of the topic of 
the day, allow them to use their notes and reference the visuals from day, and show them the example from the 
teacher journal. During this time the teacher can be completed the pages in the incomplete teacher journal as well 
as walking around and monitoring student work, having quick conferences with students, and taking notes for 
assessment purposes.  

24. Once students have completed their pages for the day, give time to compare with other groups. (idea for this 
time- gallery walk)  

25. Clean up for closure.  

 

Closure 

1. Bring students together to discuss what has been learned from today's lesson.  

2. Open discussion with the students. (take notes on responses for comprehension check) 

        a.Ask the following questions: 

               1. What are the three ways that plants can reproduce? (with spores, with seeds made in flowers, with 
seeds made in cones) 

                2. Which of the ways that plants can reproduce most common? 

                3. Which group of plants reproduces by making seeds in cones? 

                4. What are some of the plants that reproduce with spores? 

                5. What are the four stages of a plant life cycle? 

                6. Individual trees will die after many years. Why will the life cycle continue? 

                7. What might happen if plants reproduced but never died? 

                8. What makes for a good place for a seed to start growing? 

 

 

Materials  

     Scientific illustration journals (teacher copies and student copies) 

     Overhead projector 

     dry erase markers 

     anchor chart 

     markers 

     drawing/illustrating materials 

     visuals/powerpoint/diagrams 
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. September 6, 2017 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame: 12 - 2 p.m. 

 

Learning Goals 

1.Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation. 

2. Purpose(s):  

            To find different types of plants outside in the local environment. 

            To make connections between what is being learned in class about plants, photosynthesis and plant growth, 
with the outside environment.  

            To create scientific illustrations of plants found in the environment.  

3. Learning Objective(s):  

            a. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to make at least one scientific illustration of a plant found at 
the nature walk location.  

            b. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to identify at least three different stages of plant growth as 
discussed in the previous lesson.  

4. Primary Subject Area: Science/Life Science 

5. Integrated Subject Area: Visual Arts  

 

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"Today we are going to be what? (students say "scientist!" together) and? (students say "illustrators!") Correct! And 
as a scientific illustrator we must? (students say "observe!") and? (students say "ask questions!") Right! Today we 
are going to go on our second Nature Walk! Just like last time I want you all to use this time to make scientific 
illustrations of what you see. Do we all remember the parts of a scientific illustration and what we MUST include in 
our illustrations to make it well-written and detailed for our future readers? (if needed go over the required parts of a 
scientific illustration with students). Today we are going to take what we learned on Monday and Tuesday and use it 
to make our scientific illustrations. This means I want you all to be looking for different types of plants and plant 
families, as well as different stages of growth in plants. Ask yourself, 'Does the plant have seeds?', 'Is it a flowering 
plant?', etc."  

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

"After asking yourself these questions, classify the plant as we did yesterday and then pick one plant to make a 
scientific illustration of. Remember once you choose what you are going to make an illustration of, come find me and 
show me before you begin that way we can discuss what you are going to do. By the end of this lesson, you will 
make a scientific illustration of a plant and include its stages of growth. And if time allows, you can make more than 
one illustration." 

 

Instructional Steps 

1. Begin the lesson by asking the students to recall yesterday's lesson over plant growth by asking: "What did 
you learn yesterday in class?" 

2. Introduce the lesson by going over the purposes and objectives of the lesson.  
3. The Nature Walk: 

            The Nature Walk should be at a local place. Depending on the resources of the school, this could be a 
nature center, park, local pond, location near the school (walking distance), woods, etc. The nature walks can be a 
field trip if time permits, however most of the time the nature walks should be to a place that is within walking 
distance for the class and has plenty for the students to observe. Once arriving at the location, the teacher should 
review the rules with the students and direct the students to choose a location. The teacher will be prepared with all 
needed materials (on a cart) and the students should bring their journals with them along with pencil and eraser. 
The teacher, during this time, should monitor student behavior, assist students, but also feel encouraged to 
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complete the same assignment as the students in order to set an example. If students are struggling, the teacher 
will either show the teacher copy of the journal as an example or give the student one of the printed scientific 
illustrations to use as an example and check list.  

 

4. Once the nature walk is complete and all students have completed an illustration, the teacher will gather the 
students together to close the lesson before cleaning up all materials and returning to the classroom. 

 

 

Closure 

1. Close the lesson by asking the students the following questions: 

        - "What did you learn on our nature walk today?" 

        - "Was it hard to find the different stages of plant growth?" 

        - "Was it difficult or easy to find different types of plants?" 

        - "Did you like looking at the pictures in class to classify the plants or did you like being outside and seeing the 
plants in                 person to classify them?" 

 

 

Materials  

     Scientific Illustration Journals (student and teacher copies) 

     Art Materials (pencils, erasers, pens, markers, crayons, watercolors, paper towel, glue, etc.) 

     Scientific Illustration examples  

     Magnifying glasses 

     Rulers  

     Scissors 

     Ziploc bags 

     Camera 

     Tweezers  
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. date 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame: 

 

Learning Goals 

1.Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation. 

2. Purpose(s):  

        Introduce the concept of "inherited traits" in plants/animals. 

3. Learning Objective(s):  

            a. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to identify individual differences between organisms.  

            b. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to define the word "inherited" and be able to use it correctly 
when speaking about organisms. 

            c. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to explain that while most characteristics of a plant is 
inherited, there are some that are affected by its environments.  

4. Primary Subject Area: Science 

5. Integrated Subject Area: Visual Arts 

                                            Language Arts  

 

 

 

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"Today we are going to be what? (students say "scientist!" together) and? (students say "illustrators!") Correct! And 
as a scientific illustrator we must? (students say "observe!") and? (students say "ask questions!") Right! Today we 
are going to move right along with life science and our new section on plants in our journal. And we are going to use 
what we learned yesterday to help us understand what we are learning about today, because we always want to 
what? (students say "learn more!") Right. Today we are going to be learning about the characteristics of plants and 
what makes them look the same and different. Kind of like families! Then once we talk about that we are going to 
make a page in our scientific illustration journals that will show others the knowledge that we have gained and help 
to educate them on the subject."  

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

"So in order to learn about different characteristics of plants we need to identify those characteristics and know 
where they may have come from. These characteristics are such things as color of a plant or flower, or maybe how 
tall the plant will become."  

 

Instructional Steps 

1. Start the lesson off with recall of the previous lesson. "Hmmm, I am having a little difficulty remembering what we 
learned about yesterday? How can I find out? (looking in our journals) Let's flip to the page in our journals that we 
made yesterday and can I have a few volunteers come up to the overhead, show us their page, and teach us about 
yesterday's topic? 

2. Tell the students the purpose and the objectives of the lesson. (see above)  

3. Show the students either plants that have been brought in (flowers or potted plants, a few the same but a couple 
different kinds for comparison) or pictures of plants/flowers. 

4. "So we know from yesterday that a plant begins its life with what? (a seed) Right. When a seed is planted in the 
ground or transported by a bird or squirrel, it will begin to grow, under the right conditions. So, do you think that the 
plant that grows from that seed will look similar to the plant that the seed came from? In other words if a seed from 
an orange tree drops onto the ground, will that seed grow into an orange tree or something else?" 
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5. "That's right. A seed from a plant will grow into that kind of plant, so it will look the same, or similar. This is just 
you look like your parents. But do you look exactly the same as you parents? (no)" 

6. Write the word "inherited" on the board. Have the students say the word out loud. "This word is inherited. 
Characteristics that have been passed down from parents to offspring are inherited. What are some inherited 
characteristics that you can get from your parents? (eye color, hair color, height, physical appearance, etc.) Just the 
same, plants pass down characteristics. So, this plant (show plant or picture) is (color) because it was inherited from 
its parent's seed. It is also only this tall because it was inherited from its parent's seed. You probably would not see 
a (type of plant/flower) as tall as a tree right? That is because it inherited its stem length from its parent's seed." 

7. "What are some other possible inherited characteristics that this plant might have? (write them on the board - 
color, petal or leaf shape, stem length, branch/flower position,etc.) Where do these inherited characteristics come 
from? (plant parent) 

8. Show two plants of different species. "What might be some characteristics that were inherited in each of these 
plants? Let's compare these plants? Are they the same? How are they different? What characteristics are different? 
Did these two plants come from the same type of seed?" (write student answers down on board or anchor chart 
paper)  

9. Show two plants of the same kind but different color. "What is similar about these plants? What is different? Are 
they still the same kind of plant? Why or why not?" 

10. Now show two plants of the same kind yet different sizes. "What is similar about these plants? What is different? 
Are they still the same kind of plant?" Explain that these plants were planted at the same time. "So why are these 
two plants different sizes?" 

11. "How might the environment affect how a plant can grow? We talked about how the same types of plants can 
grow in many places. Are all of those places the same? No, it may be that it rains more in California than it does 
here. Or maybe the plant grew under a tree which blocked its sunlight. What process would this slow down? 
(photosynthesis)  

12. "Okay so now let's look at our scientific illustration journals. How should we lay out our information that we have 
learned today in a way that will be educative to our readers?" Have several students share ideas before showing 
any example of the page. This will get students used to make their own, original ideas for the page layouts.  

13. Do a quick demo on drawing flowers and/or plants. This will help students with understanding balance, 
proportion, and perspective. Students should try to draw from observation, by looking at the examples of the plants 
in the classroom and not tracing. Also while the students are working, remind them of how to use color to create 
shape and depth. A flower may be red, however it is not a flat red color. Other colors and shading will need to be 
added to create the three-dimensional effect.  

14. Show the students the example for the page journal. Give students the materials needed to complete the page 
and give them plenty of time to work on the page. During this time walk around to give assistance, advice for 
drawing or illustrating, and engaging in quick conferences with students about their work.  

15. Once sufficient time has been given for journal work, have students share what they have done for the 
"Characteristics of Plants" page.  

16. Clean up for closure.  

 

Closure 

1. Gather everyone together for closing of the lesson. The teacher should guide the conversation and have students 
recall the information that they just learned. The teacher can use this as an informal assessment of student 
knowledge and should take notes for future reference and use for the next lesson.  

2. Write the word "inherited" on the board. Draw a name for someone to define the word.  

3. "What are some characteristics that can be inherited?" Have students say them out loud.  

4. "What is something else that can affect the way that a plant looks?" (the environment) 

5. Draw a name for someone to explain how the environment can affect the way a plant grows and looks. 

6. Give a scenario: "About a month ago I bought a packet of seeds and planted two of the seeds in different pots. I 
put one of the pots in my kitchen windowsill where there is a lot of sunlight and I put the other one in my basement, 
where there is not a lot of sunlight. Both of the seeds grew into the same type of flower or plant. However I noticed 
that the one in the basement had longer stems than the one in the sunlight. So I am wondering what you guys think? 
Did my flowers inherit these characteristics from the parent that the seed came from?"  
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Materials  

     Scientific Illustration Journals (teacher copies and student copies) 

    Anchor chart  

    Overhead projector 

    Markers (dry erase and regular) 

    Plants/Flowers (couple of different kinds) 
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. September 8, 2017 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame:12 - 2 p.m. 

 

Learning Goals 

1.Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation. 

2. Purpose(s):  

            To identify characteristics of plants in the local outside environment.  

            To create a scientific illustration of a plant identifying the characteristics as learned in the previous lesson.  

3. Learning Objective(s):  

            a. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to identify the inherited characteristics of various plants 
found outside.  

            b. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to identify at least three characteristics of a plant that was 
not inherited. 

            c. At the end of this lesson, students will be able to create a scientific illustration of a plant including a 
discussion of what characteristics of the plant were                             inherited and what characteristics were most 
likely not inherited.  

4. Primary Subject Area: Science/Life Science 

5. Integrated Subject Area: Visual Arts  

 

 

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"Today we are going to be what? (students say "scientist!" together) and? (students say "illustrators!") Correct! And 
as a scientific illustrator we must? (students say "observe!") and? (students say "ask questions!") Right! Today is 
another day for a nature walk! We are going to go outside to our special location and today we are going to look at 
different characteristics of plants. Yesterday we learned about how plants become the way they are such as how 
they grow to be a certain height or color and we also learned that some of these characteristics are not inherited by 
parent plants but affected by the environment."  

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

"So today, I want you all to go outside and find a plant or flower and analyze it. Think about why it looks the way it 
looks. Consider what we learned yesterday about characteristics and identify the characteristics of the plant that 
were most likely inherited and which ones were most likely affected by the environment, such as height or the 
number of flowers the plant has. Can someone remind me how we figure this out? (Look at the surrounding 
environment, does the plant get a lot of sun or is it under a lot of shade, does the plant get a lot of water, etc.) 
Today, by the end of the lesson, we will have created a scientific illustration of a plant and include the characteristics 
of the plant and which ones we think were inherited, which ones we believe were not inherited, AND why." 

 

Instructional Steps 

1. Begin the lesson, by asking students to recall the previous lesson by asking: "What did you learn 
yesterday?" 

2. Introduce the day's lesson by going over the purposes and objectives for the lesson. 
3. Go over the rules of the nature walk.  
4. The Nature Walk: 

            The Nature Walk should be at a local place. Depending on the resources of the school, this could be 
a nature center, park, local pond, location near the school (walking distance), woods, etc. The nature walks 
can be a field trip if time permits, however most of the time the nature walks should be to a place that is 
within walking distance for the class and has plenty for the students to observe. Once arriving at the 
location, the teacher should review the rules with the students and direct the students to choose a location. 
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The teacher will be prepared with all needed materials (on a cart) and the students should bring their 
journals with them along with pencil and eraser. The teacher, during this time, should monitor student 
behavior, assist students, but also feel encouraged to complete the same assignment as the students in 
order to set an example. If students are struggling, the teacher will either show the teacher copy of the 
journal as an example or give the student one of the printed scientific illustrations to use as an example and 
check list. 
 
5. Once the nature walk is complete and all students have completed an illustration, the teacher will gather 
the students together to close the lesson before cleaning up all materials and returning to the classroom. 

 

 

Closure 

1. Close the lesson by asking the following questions: 

        - "What did you learn on our nature walk today?" 

        - "Was it difficult or easy to identify characteristics and decide if they were inherited or not? Why?" 

        - Ask several students to present their illustrations and discuss their decisions on the char 

 

 

 

Materials  

     Scientific Illustration Journals (student and teacher copies) 

     Art Materials (pencils, erasers, pens, markers, crayons, watercolors, paper towel, glue, etc.) 

     Scientific Illustration examples  

     Magnifying glasses 

     Rulers  

     Scissors 

     Ziploc bags 

     Camera 

     Tweezers  
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Lesson 11 
 

My Scientific Journal 
Wrapping up the project  
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1. Allison Osborne 

2. September 9, 2017 

3. Grade level: 3-4 

4. Time frame:12 - 2 p.m. 

 

Learning Goals 

1. Central Focus: Creating a scientific illustration journal with accurate information about the Indiana environment 
and wildlife as well as displaying proper knowledge of nonfiction text structure and presentation. 

2. Purpose(s):  

            To complete the scientific journals focusing on photosynthesis and plant growth.  

3. Learning Objective(s):  

a. At the end of this lesson, students will complete their scientific journals meeting all requirements set by the 
rubric.  

            

4. Primary Subject Area: Science/Life Science 

5. Integrated Subject Area: Visual Arts  

 

 

Order of Teaching with Procedures 

Words used to tell the children the purpose(s) of the lesson: 

"Today we are going to be what? (students say "scientist!" together) and? (students say "illustrators!") Correct! And 
as a scientific illustrator we must? (students say "observe!") and? (students say "ask questions!") Right! Today is 
one of our last days to work on our scientific journals! Time has gone by so fast and we have gained so much 
information. Today we will complete all finishing touches to our journals. We will complete a peer evaluation of our 
journals. This means that each of you will trade your journal with someone else in the classroom and then you will 
give each other an evaluation to make sure that you have included ALL parts and have not forgotten anything.  

 

Words used to tell the children the objective(s) of the lesson: 

"So by the end of today, you will have a completed scientific journal that you will be able to use and remember in the 
future to reference for information on photosynthesis, how plants grow, characteristics of plants, and all of the 
different kinds of plants that you see outside every day.” 

 

Instructional Steps 

1. This class time should be spent allowing students to finish working on their scientific illustration journals.  

2. State purpose and objectives.  

3. Begin by having all students get out their journals and do a quick status check to see what everyone needs to 
work on. Most students should be almost complete with the sections worked on during class: title page, table of 
contents, photosynthesis, plant growth, characteristics of a plant, and types of plants.  

4. Display the teacher copy of the journal under a document camera and as a class go through the title page, table 
of contents, and glossary. These sections should be the same for all students.  

5. Ask a student to explain what the purpose of the introduction is. Show the example of the introduction and talk 
about its elements. 

6. Allow 5 to 10 minutes for students to write their introduction for their journal. 

7. Give students time to work on the finishing touches of the journal. Remind students that this should be their best 
work so neatness and craftsmanship is very important  

8. After sufficient time has been given in which the teacher was walking around and assisting where needed, ask 
students to trade with another student.  

9. Pass out the Peer Evaluation and have students complete them. Once completed tell students to return the 
journals to the owner.  

10. Students need to look at the evaluations and will fix any areas at home (or recess/next class time).  
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Closure 

1. Close the lesson by discussing the scientific illustration journals.  

2. Open discussion by asking the students: 

 a. What did you like most about this project? 

 b. What did you least enjoy about working on this project? 

 c. How do you think this project will be helpful? 

 

Extension  

Have students present their journals to the class. This could be a few volunteers at the closure of the last lesson or 
the next class period could be spent on everyone sharing, if time permits.  

 

Materials  

Scientific Illustration Journals  

 Materials for completion (art materials, extra paper, glue, etc.) 

Peer Evaluations 

Document Camera  
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How to: 
 

Making the Scientific Illustration Journal 
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The scientific illustration journal is an 
accordion style book. This book is made using the 
materials shown in the picture to the left: 
drawing paper (19 x 24), a yard stick, glue, 
pencil, scissors, cardboard, and patterned 
paper/cardstock. Below is a step by step 
description of how to make this style of book 
including cutting the paper, gluing, making the 
covers, and putting it all together. I have 
included pictures of the final product including an 
example of the final scientific illustration journal 
on photosynthesis and plant growth. Please use 
these directions to direct your class in making 
their books and their very own scientific 
illustration journals! 

Step 1:  
The drawing paper is a thinner 
paper to make folding the paper 
easier. The books will end up 
being 5 inches by 7 inches. So 
the paper will need to be cut 
into strips 6 inches wide and 24 
inches long. 

Step 2:  
Using the yard stick to draw 
the lines on the paper as a 
guide for cutting. There will be 
a smaller strip that will be left 
over after cutting. There should 
be a total of three 6 x 24 strips.  

Step 3:  
Use the scissors to cut along the 
guidelines. Discard of the extra 
thin strip.  

How to: Making the Scientific Journal Step by Step  
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Step 7:  
Once all folded strips are glued together, the long strip should look like this. Each strip 
should match up keeping with the accordion pattern. In order to do this, two sections must 
be glued together. In the end, there should be a total of fourteen 4 inch sections. If you do 
not want to do this section yet, more step by step pictures are shown on how to glue each 
section after the covers are created.  

Step 4:  
To create the accordion style of book, 
the paper will need to be folded back 
and forth. I folded by paper into 4 inch 
sections. I measured on each of the 
three strips of paper and marked 
every 4 inches first.  

Step 5:  
After marking every 4 
inches on each strip of 
paper, I then folded the 
paper back and forth 
making sure to match up 
with the mark so that each 
folded section would be 
equal in size.  

Step 6:  
Once each strip of paper has been 
folded in the accordion style, 
there should be three folded strips. 
When pressed down they should 
each be approximately 4 x 6 in 
size. Using rubber cement or a 
glue stick, glue each section 
together.  
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Step 1:  
The covers are created using the cardboard and the pattern paper or cardstock. I 
used an extra cardboard box that I had and purchased the pack of pattern paper 
from Hobby Lobby. The cardboard will need to be cut. You will need two covers 
(one front and one back). Each cover will be 5 inches by 7 inches. I chose the 
paper that I wanted to use (four sheets is enough for two books). Decide which 
sheet will be the front cover and which will be the back cover.  Then laying the 
one of the covers on the back side of the sheet, create a 2 inch border around the 
cardboard using the yardstick.  

Step 2: 
I drew all of my lines needed for 
the 2 inch boarder and then put Xs 
in the spots that would need to be 
cut out. As shown in the pictures, 
the 2 inch boarder will be created 
into flaps on each side of the cover.  

Step 3:  
Cut out all of the part with 
the X. You will be left with 
an outline for the cardboard 
as well as the four flaps 
that will be folded in to 
create the cover.  

Covers 
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Step 5:  
Put glue on one of the 
side flaps and fold it 
inward onto the 
cardboard. Make sure 
to pull the paper 
gently to ensure that it 
fits to the cardboard.   

Step 6:  
Repeat Step 5 for the 
other side.  

Step 4:  
Repeat Steps 1 – 3 for the back cover as well. Now, 
there will be two pattern sheets cut for the cardboard 
and you will be ready for gluing! Using rubber 
cement or a glue stick, glue the 5x7 cardboard piece 
to the paper, fitting it into the outline drawn on the 
paper.  
 

Step 7:  
Repeat Step 5 now 
for the bottom flap. 
Place glue on the 
paper and fold 
inward pulling on 
the paper gently to 
fit to the cardboard 
and over the side 
flaps. 

Step 8:  
Repeat the step again 
for the final flap at the 
top. Gently rub down on 
all flaps to ensure they 
are glued down and fit 
exactly to the 
cardboard. There may 
be some paper sticking 
out on the sides. This 
extra can be carefully 
cut off with scissors.  

Step 5:  
Repeat process with the back cover. You will 
finally have the two covers and be ready to 
glue in the paper! 
 
 
**Note: I was creating two accordion books during this 
process. Multiple covers are shown but the process is the 
same!   
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Step 1:  
Now you have two covers, front and back. Get 
your strip of paper again as well as rubber 
cement or a glue stick. (*I used a glue stick for 
creating my books and it works just fine). 
Make sure that all flaps are glued down and 
none of the flaps are showing in the front. 
Again any parts of the flaps showing from the 
back can be carefully cut with scissors.   

Step 2:  
You now have both covers and the strips of 
paper. If you already glue the paper strips 
(6x24) together then you will only need to 
pay attention to Steps 3, 6, and 6*. If you still 
have the 3 strips of folded paper, steps 
describing how to glue them together are 
included below.    

Step 4:  
Place glue on the next section of 
paper. With this next section, make 
sure to match up one complete 
section of the first strip to the second 
strip. As shown above, make sure 
the section on the first strip is sloped 
down while the section of the 
second strip is sloped upward so the 
paper will continue the accordion 
back and forth pattern.   

Step 3:  
Take your first strip of folded paper, keeping it 
pressed together. Place glue on one end of strip. 
Carefully match the paper to the cover 
(Remember to place the paper on the cover 
side that still shows the cardboard.) When 
pressed down the paper should be 4x6 in size. 
When matched evenly up to the cover which 
is 5x7 there should be a ½ inch border evenly 
showing around the paper. I did not measure 
but did my best to match each side up evenly.  

Putting It All Together 
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Step 6:  
The very last step in putting the book together is to press the glued, folded strip 
of paper all together on top of the front cover as shown above to the left. Put 
glue on the last section of paper. Take the back cover and with the side showing 
the cardboard face down place the back cover on top of the glued paper and 
line up the back cover to the front cover as much as possible.  More pictures are 
shown on next page.  

Step 5:  
Repeat Step 4 for the final strip of folded paper. Again shown in the picture above, you 
should be matching up the sections of each strip so that they continue the back and forth 
accordion pattern. Once all three strips (6x24) are glued together, it should look like the 
longer strip shown in Step 7. This long strip measures 6x56 with fourteen 4 inch sections 
created by the accordion fold.  
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Step 6*:  
These pictures illustrate this process again: gluing the 6x56 folded strip of paper to the front and back 
cover to create a ½ inch border showing of the covers. Then when all is glued and put together it will 
look like the picture shown above to the right.   
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And now you have a completed accordion book, 
ready to fill with information and beautiful 

illustrations! 

As a final touch to these books, they need something to hold them together. You 
may choose to use ribbon or yarn. I had a spool of twine that I used. The steps 
are the same. Use the yard stick and scissors, I measured the twine to 36 inches 
and cut. This gave me a piece of twine long enough to wrap and tie around the 
books and tie a bow in the front as shown below.   

Final Touches 
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My Scientific Illustration Journal  
 

Here is my completed example of the 
My Scientific Illustration Journal. This 
example can be used as a template or 
just as inspiration but should be similar 
to a student’s finished copy. Each 
student is free to make it their own. The 
information used is from the material 
taught in these lessons. I used the back 
side for the glossary. There were extra 
pages on the back that can be used for 
more scientific illustrations or 
information from the drawing 
techniques lessons.  
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Back Side  
 

Full length view  
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Assessment 
 

Peer Evaluation & Rubric 
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My Scientific Illustration Journal Project 

Peer Evaluation  

Does this project must include? 

- Cover Page (front and back) 

- Title Page 

- Table of Contents  

- Introduction 

- Sections: 
o Photosynthesis 

 At least one page description 

 Diagram  

 Illustration 

 With captions! 
o Plant Growth 

 At least one page description 

 Illustration of the 4 stages of plant growth 

 With captions! 
o Characteristics of Plants 

 At least one page description 

 Illustration 

 With captions! 
o Types of Plants in Indiana 

 At least 10 different plants illustrated  
from observations done on our  
Nature Walks! 
 

- Glossary (back side)  
o All 7 terms included 

 with definitions 
 

 

 

Yes         No 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
 
Y 
 
 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
 
 

Y 
 
 
 
 
Y 
 
 
 
 
 

Y 

N 
N 
N 
N 
 
N 
 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
 
 
 
 
 

N 
 
 
 
 
N 
 
 
 
 
 

N 
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My Scientific Illustration Journal Project 

RUBRIC 

- Cover Page (front and back) 

- Title Page 

- Table of Contents  

- Introduction 

- Sections: 
o Photosynthesis 

 At least one page description 

 Diagram  

 Illustration 

 With captions! 
o Plant Growth 

 At least one page description 

 Illustration of the 4 stages of plant growth 

 With captions! 
o Characteristics of Plants 

 At least one page description 

 Illustration 

 With captions! 
o Types of Plants in Indiana 

 At least 10 different plants illustrated  
from observations done on our  
Nature Walks! 
 

- Glossary (back side)  
o All 7 terms included 

 with definitions 

 
 
 

5 
5 
 
5 
10 
 
 
45 
    20 
    10 
    15 
 
 
35 
 

   20 
    15 
 
 
35 
 

    20 
    15 
 
 

50 
    
 
 
 
 
 

10 

Final Score  -----/200 pts.  
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Further Study 
 

Where else can we go? 
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Further study 
 

 This mini unit can go farther. An original idea for this 
project titled, My Scientific Illustration Journal, included a 
two month long unit including standards for both life 
science as well as animal science for grades 3 and 4. This 
larger unit would require each student to have a notebook 
with drawing paper and would also include all of the 
information students would write over material taught 
from science as well as drawing techniques and illustrations 
and diagrams students would create as well. This would 
provide them with a more significant resource than the 
book created through this mini-unit. This idea was inspired 
by the book Nature Anatomy by Julia Rothman. This unit 
would of course still include nature walks and field trips to 
encourage students to go outside to find their drawing 
subjects.  
 This mini unit created can be adapted to fit your 
classroom and your teaching style. Have fun with it! In this 
written unit included, the book is created along with each 
lesson. Instead of this you could teach all of the science 
material as well as drawing technique lessons, allowing 
students to use their science notebooks and drawing paper 
as opposed to creating their science journals along with the 
lesson, and wait until teaching other topics for students to 
then choose what topic they want to create their scientific 
illustration journal on. For instance, instead of all students 
creating their scientific illustration journals on 
photosynthesis and plant growth, after teaching about 
photosynthesis, then teach about the anatomy of a flower, 
bees and nectar, the life cycle of a butterfly, etc. This would 
allow your students to have a choice for the topic of their 
journal. Or you could create a journal on all of the topics!  
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 There are many possibilities with this unit and project. 
This journal allows students to explore science and the way 
they can observe and learn in a new and unique way. I 
have created many books similar to the accordion style 
book made for the scientific illustration journal. I have 
included pictures below. Some are specific to art principles 
and others explore life science. Feel free to take inspiration 
from these and use them in your own classroom! 
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Further study 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Elements and Principles of art accordion book  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

So many 
cute books! 
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Types of Flowers to & Fro Book   
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The story of Penelope to & Fro Book   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is a special To & Fro book that I made. 
This is a story written about a plant that I kept 
for a semester in school and took care of. At the 
end of the semester, we had to write a report 
about how the plant was doing and about its 
characteristics. We were given the freedom of 
deciding how we wanted to present the report. I 
decided to write a children’s story from the point 
of view of the plant named Penelope.  
 This same idea could be brought to this 
unit. Students could take care of their very own 
plant over the course of the year or while 
learning about life science and/or animal science 
and then create the book and write a narrative 
story to go with the book, of course including 
original illustrations! 
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